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Abstract. Nowadays, the human computer interfaces can be designed to be 
adaptive and emotion-enabled. The recognized emotions of the user can help 
make the user’s experience more complete, more engaging, less stressful or 
more stressful depending on the target of the applications. Such affective hu-
man-computer interfaces are getting more attention from researchers and engi-
neers. EEG signals are used to recognize emotions of the user in real time. We 
describe a real-time emotion recognition algorithm that is used to personalize 
different applications according to the user’s current emotions. The algorithm is 
subject-dependent and needs a training session before running the application. 
Two EEG-enabled games and one adaptive advertisement based on the algo-
rithm are designed and implemented. One game is the “Bar” game where a dif-
ficulty level of the game is adapted based on the player’s score and emotions. 
Another game is the “Girl Twins” one where the player’s emotions are moni-
tored in real time, and an emotional companion is implemented as the girl twins 
avatars whose behaviour changes according to the user’s emotions. An adaptive 
advertising movie is designed and implemented as well. Here, the real-time 
emotion recognition algorithm is used to adjust the scenes of the advertisement 
based on the current emotion recognized.  

Keywords: EEG, adaptive interfaces, emotion recognition, BCI, affective  
computing. 

1 Introduction 

Human-Computer interfaces can be adapted to the user’s experience, knowledge, or 
even user’s internal feelings. The recognized emotions of the user can help make the 
user’s experience more complete, more engaging, less stressful or more stressful de-
pending on the target of the application. It is useful to implement adaptive interfaces 
in many applications including games, medical applications, neuromarketing, etc.   

Emotion is a mental state and an affective reaction towards an event based on sub-
jective experience [1]. Emotions are involved in the human daily communications and 
are inevitable in human-computer interaction. Thus, it is important for computer “to 
feel” and “to understand” the user’s mental state especially his/her emotions. Emo-
tions can be recognized from the user’s face expressions, speech, gestures and/or 
biosignals such as Electroencephalogram (EEG) or combination of biosignals (heart 
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rate, EEG, skin temperature, electrodermal activity, etc). In games, a combination of 
different types of bio-signals is often used for emotion recognition [2-6]. For exam-
ple, pulse, respiration and skin conductance signals were used to detect the emotional 
states in the game [3]. In advertisement, emotional assessment can be done from ver-
bal self-report, visual self-report, moment-to-moment rating, facial expression recog-
nition, and biosignals [7]. There is less work done on emotion recognition through 
EEG signals only and on an integration of the corresponding affective interfaces in 
real-time applications. Since EEG devices become more affordable, portable, wireless 
and easy to set up, this technology can be used in emotion assessment of the user in 
human-computer interfaces. It is possible to adapt applications to the user by avoiding 
undesired emotions and by eliciting/maintaining the targeted emotions. The true feel-
ings of the subject towards the application could be obtained in real time and could 
serve as an additional input and control in human-machine interfaces, for example, to 
adapt graphical user interface to the user’s feeling or to change the game flow. It is 
possible to create adaptive games and advertising movies where some parameters of 
the scenes, for example, the difficulty level in the games are adjusted based on the 
recognized emotion or, for example, shapes, sizes, and colours of visuals are changed 
to induce emotions targeted by the advertisement or games. In [8], we proposed a 
real-time subject-dependent algorithm to recognize emotions from EEG. Combination 
of features such as statistical, Higher Order Crossings and fractal dimensions is  
proposed, and SVM classifier is applied. EEG signals are used to detect the current 
emotional states of the user. In this paper, we describe the algorithm and show that 
accuracy of the algorithm is better than other algorithms.  The algorithm can recog-
nize up to 8 emotions in three-dimensional Valence (Pleasure)-Arousal-Dominance 
emotion model proposed by Mehrabian and Russell in [9] and [10]. In this model, 
arousal dimension ranges from calm to excited, pleasure (valence) dimension ranges 
from negative to positive, dominance dimension ranges from a feeling of being in 
control during an emotional experience to a feeling of being controlled by the emotion 
[11]. The emotion labels can be located in the dimensional model, for example, anger 
and fear are both high arousal and negative states, but the anger has high dominance 
level and the fear has low dominance level. Based on the real-time subject-dependent 
algorithm we design affective interfaces and implement EEG-based emotion-enabled 
applications such as adaptive “Bar” and “Girl Twins” games, and an advertisement 
movie. The number of emotions used in the games depends on the game design. In the 
“Bar” game, two emotions based on 1-dimensional Valence scale are used. In the 
“Girl Twins” game, 8 emotions based on 3-dimensional Valence-Arousal-Dominance 
model are recognized and interpreted as the girl twins’ behaviour. One adaptive ad-
vertisement is developed, and the advertisement is adjusted based on the user’s real-
time emotional feedback. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the real-time subject-dependent 
EEG-based emotion recognition algorithm is described. In Section 3, the real-time 
EEG based emotion recognition training system is introduced. In Section 4, the affec-
tive adaptive applications such as adaptive games and advertisement are described. At 
last, Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2 Real-Time EEG-Based Emotion Recognition  

Currently, most of the existing works on EEG-based emotion recognition are offline 
processing. [12] and [13] did a pioneer work on real-time EEG based emotion recog-
nition, and fractal dimension features are used to detect the emotional states. The 
proposed algorithms are subject-dependent which means a classifier is trained for 
each subject.  

The algorithm proposed in [8] is used in our games and emotion-adaptive adver-
tisement movie. Fractal dimension, Higher Order Crossings (HOC) and statistical 
features are used as combined features, and Support Vector Machine is used as the 
classifier. Up to eight emotions such as happy, surprised, satisfied, protected, angry, 
frightened, unconcerned, and sad can be recognized. Only 4 channels are needed in 
the recognition to get adequate accuracy. 6 subjects’ data from DEAP database [14] 
are used to validate the algorithm. 5-fold cross validation was used to calculate the 
accuracy. An accuracy of 53.7% is obtained for 8 emotions recognition and an accu-
racy of 83.73% is obtained for any 2 emotions recognition (Table 1).  By using 32 
channels the accuracy of the algorithm can be improved from 53.7% to 69.53% for 
the recognition of 8 emotions, from 56.24% to 71.43% for the recognition of 7 emo-
tions, from 59.3% to 73.73% for the recognition of 6 emotions, from 63.07% to 
76.53% for the recognition of 5 emotions, from 67.9% to 80% for the recognition of 4 
emotions, from 74.36% to 84.41% for the recognition of 3 emotions, and from 
83.73% to 90.35% for recognition of 2 emotions. 

Although emotion processing is believed to be executed in frontal lobe [15-18], 
different brain areas may interact with each other. For example, the parietal lobe is 
proved to strongly interact with frontal cortex [19], and the amygdale co-activation of 
parietal cortex during emotion regulation is found in [20]. Mutual Information (MI) 
[21] was chosen to be investigated and to be compared with the proposed algorithm as 
it can measure the statistical dependency between different brain areas. 

The Mutual Information (MI) features are extracted using the Moddemeijer’s tool-
box [22], where different distributions are estimated based on histograms, and the 
appropriate bin size is automatically determined. Since there are 32 channels in DEAP 
database, the total number of the MI features is 496. The obtained accuracy is shown 
in Table 1. It can be seen that the proposed combined features (HOC, 6 statistical, 
FD) with 32 channels outperform MI features by 20.15% in the recognition of 8 emo-
tions, by 19.16% in the recognition of 7 emotions, by 18.19% in the recognition of 6 
emotions, by 17.09% in the recognition of 5 emotions, 15.64% in the recognition of 4 
emotions, 13.4% in the recognition of 3 emotions, and 9.35% in the recognition of 2 
emotions. 

Since the EEG-based emotion recognition algorithm is a subject-dependent one, a 
training session is needed for each subject before the recognition. The diagram of the 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. In the training session, firstly, the raw data labelled with 
emotions are filtered by a 2-42 Hz bandpass filter. Secondly, a sliding window with 
size of 512 and 75% overlapping is used to extract the Higuchi fractal dimension (FD) 
feature, HOC feature and 6 statistical features. By using the combination of these 
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Table 1. Comparison of classification accuracy of the proposed feature combination and 
Mutual Information 

Number of  
emotions  

recognized  

Feature Type 
HOC, 6 statistical, 

FD 
HOC, 6 statistical, 

FD 
Mutual Informa-

tion 
4 channels 32 channels 32 channels 

8 53.7 69.53 49.38 
7 56.24 71.43 52.27 
6 59.3 73.73 55.54 
5 63.07 76.53 59.44 
4 67.9 80 64.36 
3 74.36 84.41 71.01 
2 83.73 90.35 81 

 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the emotion recognition algorithm with training session 

features, a SVM classifier with polynomial kernel is trained and saved to be used in 
the real-time recognition. In the recognition phase, the EEG signals are passed to 
bandpass filter. Then, the FD, HOC and statistical features are extracted and fed into 
the SVM classifier obtained from the training session. Finally, the current emotional 
state of the subject is recognized.  

3 Emotion Recognition Training System  

The time it takes to extract one new sample of HOC, statistical and FD features is less 
than 0.1 second as shown in Table 2 and classifying this sample by SVM takes less 
than 0.05 seconds. As a result, the proposed algorithm can be used in real-time emo-
tion recognition applications such as emotion-enabled adaptive games and adaptive 
advertisement. As the proposed algorithm is subject-dependent, a short system train-
ing session is needed for the user.  
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Table 2. Comparison of features computational time per channel 

 HOC Statistical 
FD 

(Higuchi) 
Approximate 

Time 
0.07 

seconds 
0.001 

seconds 
0.004 

second 
 

 

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the Training Session 

EEG-based emotion-enabled applications require a system training session. In the 
training session, the user listens to sound clips labelled with emotions which are sup-
posed to be elicited. After listening to the clips, the user is asked to assess arousal, 
valence and dominance levels of his/her feelings by moving the bar on a scale of 1 to 
9. In Fig. 2, the screenshot of the menu of the training session is shown. The top left 
corner of the screen shows the number of recorded samples of EEG data and the rec-
orded length of time for the training session. The top right corner allows the player to 
choose the duration of the recorded data for training. With the arousal, valence and 
dominance levels entered by the player to label the recorded EEG data, the SVM 
model is trained. The results are saved and later are used to classify new EEG data 
samples in the applications. 

4 Adaptive Affective Applications 

4.1 Data Acquisition 

In the applications, we use Emotiv [23] device with 14 electrodes locating at AF3, F7, 
F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4 standardized by the American 
Electroencephalographic Society [24] (plus CMS/DRL as references) to acquire EEG 
data. The technical parameters of the device are given as follows: bandwidth - 0.2-
45Hz, digital notch filters at 50Hz and 60Hz; A/D converter with 16 bits resolution 
and sampling rate of 128Hz. The data are transferred via wireless receiver. Recently, 
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the Emotiv device has become popular for research [25]. The reliability and validity 
of the EEG data collected by Emotiv device was done in [26] and [27]. 

4.2 Games 

Two original EEG-based emotion-enabled games were designed and implemented 
based on the real-time emotion recognition algorithm: the adaptive “Bar” game and 
“Girl Twins” emotional companion application. Both of them were created with UDK 
and Maya. The player wears a wireless Emotiv device which is portable and easy to 
mount on the head. The diagram for the game application is shown in Fig. 3. Since 
our proposed algorithm uses the sliding window and shifts by 128 samples (1 second) 
each time, the player’s emotion is recognized every 1 second and the emotional state 
at that time is used to update the emotion statistics. In the “Bar” game, emotion statis-
tics are taken into account when making a decision for adjusting the difficulty level of 
the game. In the “Girl Twins”, emotion statistics are used to update the twin girls’ 
behaviors.   

In the “Girl Twins” emotional companion game, changes of the user’s recognized 
emotions are reflected on the girl twins. For each emotion, the girls’ dress style, hair 
color, facial expression and movement change according to the user’s recognized 
emotions (happy, surprised, satisfied, protected, angry, frightened, unconcerned, and 
sad). Based on the requirements, the girls’ behaviors change according to or opposite 
to the player’s emotions recognized from EEG. In Fig. 4, the screenshot of the game 
with girl twins with “happy” emotion is shown. Such an emotional companion could 
improve the player’s engagement, for example, in the case of e-learning games. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Overall diagram of EEG-based emotion-enabled game 
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the “Girl Twins” game representing “happy” player’s emotion 

Table 3. Decision for changing the Difficulty levels 

Answers matching 
in the game 

Dominant emotion 
while playing the 

current round 

Difficulty of the 
next round 

Correct Negative No change 
Correct Positive More difficult 

Incorrect Negative Less difficult 
Incorrect Positive No change 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the “Bar” game where the customer orders the drink 

The “Bar” game is another e-learning game. The player plays as a waiter who takes 
orders from customers coming to the bar. In Fig. 5, the screenshot of a customer or-
dering a drink is shown. The challenge of the game is that the player has to memorize 
the names of all customers and the drinks they ordered. Currently, the game has 3 
levels of difficulty, and the difficulty level increases as follows. In level one, only first 
names of customers are used, in level two first names and surnames are used, and in 
level three names from different cultures have to be memorized. At each level, after 
the last order, a Customer-Drink table pops up for the player to match the names and 
the drinks. In this game, only negative and positive emotions defined on the valence 
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dimension are used. The player’s emotions are being assessed continuously through 
the game. The decisions for changing difficulty levels in the game are shown in Table 
3. An emotion is considered dominant while playing the current level if it is recog-
nized in more than 50% of the playing time. 

4.3 Adaptive Advertising Movie 

To optimize the viewer’s experience towards the advertisement and to maximize the 
advertising effect such as memorization of the products, in [28], we proposed a real-
time EEG-based emotion-enabled algorithm to personalize advertising movies. 

As the EEG-based emotion recognition algorithm used in the emotion-adaptive ad-
vertisement movie can recognize up to 8 discrete emotions based on the VAD model, 
the recognized results need to be decoded into the valence, arousal, and dominance 
emotional dimensions. The mapping of discrete emotions in the 3D model is illu-
strated in Fig. 6. “Angry” corresponds to negative high arousal high dominance; 
“fear” corresponds to negative high arousal low dominance; “unconcerned” corres-
ponds to negative low arousal high dominance; “sad” corresponds to negative low 
arousal low dominance; “happy” corresponds to positive high arousal high domin-
ance, “surprise” corresponds to positive high arousal low dominance; “satisfied” cor-
responds to positive low arousal high dominance; “protected” corresponds to positive 
low arousal low dominance.  

The flow chart of the proposed emotion-enabled advertisement algorithm is given 
in Fig. 7. First, the advertising movie is shown to the user. The user’s EEG signals are 
acquired by the EEG device. Then, the emotion recognition algorithm including 
bandpass filter, feature extraction and classification is applied to the EEG signals. As 
a result, the user’s current emotional state is identified. The recognized emotion label 
is decoded to the corresponding arousal, valence and dominance levels as shown in 
Fig. 6. Then, the identified arousal, valence and dominance levels are compared with  
 

 

Fig. 6. 3D emotion classification model (Adopted from [9]) 
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of the proposed emotion-enabled advertisement system 

the targeted states respectively and the corresponding adjustment is made. If the rec-
ognized arousal, valence and dominance levels are compatible with the targeted lev-
els, the default scenes of the advertising movie are shown. If at least one of them is 
incompatible, the movie is adjusted. For example, if the current state of the user is 
high arousal, but the desired state is low arousal which aims at making the audience 
remember the brand information, the scene colours in the advertisement are changed 
to cool colours to calm down the viewer. 

We design and implement an emotion-adaptive advertisement for national library 
as an example of the real-time EEG-based emotion-enabled advertising system. In the 
designed movie, the national library is advertised as a place where a student can fol-
low his/her creative imagination and discover the world via books. Five scenes are 
included as follows. In the 1st scene, a boy comes into the library. He is attracted by 
imaginary fireflies and chases them. In the 2nd, 3rd and 4th scene, the boy comes 
across several imaginary places such as a forest, a building and a path through the 
mountains. In the last scene, the boy catches up with the fireflies. The scene ends up 
by closing the book symbolizing the end of his discovery journey, and the logo of the 
library is shown. 

A positive valence and high dominance are targeted throughout the advertisement. 
A high arousal is targeted at the beginning to make the subject more immersed and a 
low arousal is targeted when the information about the brand is shown to make the 
subject memorize the sign of national library.  

If the viewer’s recognized emotions are always compatible with the targeted emo-
tions during the advertisement, there is no change, and the animation just follows the 
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Fig. 8. The scene of the basic animation when the recognized emotion is compatible with the 
targeted emotion 

original basic design as shown in Fig. 8. If the current recognized arousal level is low 
but the targeted arousal level is high arousal level, the red colour is added to the scene 
to excite the viewer. If the recognized arousal level is high but the targeted arousal 
level of the advertisement is low arousal level, the blue colour is added to the scene to 
calm down the viewer. As the targeted valence level throughout the advertisement is 
always positive, if the recognized valence is positive, there is no change; if the recog-
nized valence is negative, the head size of the character increases to induce positive 
emotion, and some curvy characters are added to make the viewer’s feelings more 
positive. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose and implement adaptive affective applications based on the 
real-time EEG-based subject-dependent emotion recognition algorithm. Two adaptive 
games and one advertising movie are designed and implemented. The “Bar” game 
uses 2 recognized emotions to adapt the difficulty level of the game. In the “Girl 
Twins” which is the emotional companion game, 8 emotions can be recognized in real 
time from the player’s EEG signal and interpreted as the girl twins avatars’ behaviors 
changes according to the user’s emotions. The implemented EEG-based emotion-
enabled applications need short system training for the player. Real-time EEG-based 
emotion recognition can help to improve the user’s enjoyment and effectiveness of 
the game and advertisement since it allows personalizing the games and advertising 
movie in real time. It is possible to adjust the games and advertisement in real time 
according to the user’s emotion to make the applications more effective. Assessment 
of the effectiveness of the game design and proposed advertisement will be the next 
step in our project. 
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